Zanzibar Pearl Boutique Hotel & Villas is a unique ocean-front hotel located in the most spectacular beach of
Matemwe on the north-east coast of Zanzibar away from the hustle and bustle. Inspired by the local Zanzibar
Architecture and incorporates the styles with local resources. Our aim is to provide authentic, stylish and comfortable
accommodation, in an atmosphere of relaxed hospitality and friendliness, while services are provided effectively and
efficiently living in a peaceful co-existence with the villagers who conduct their lives amongst us.
It is a perfect holiday destination for those looking to enjoy exquisite cuisine and unique service. Zanzibar Pearl can
guarantee unforgettable experiences and with an in-house diving centre its perfect for divers.
ACCOMODATION
The rooms are en-suite with comfortable queen size bed and a private bathroom, draped with large
mosquito nets and a terrace with an amazing tropical view. All rooms are double and extra beds can be
added upon request. Every Room contains a safety deposit box some with stone bench covered with
cushion, cool ambient lights and a spacious terrace.
Rooms
Pearl Suites – Ocean Front 10
Pearl Suites are located on the front row in bungalows of 2 or 3 and are ocean front with each bungalow having a
private exit to the ocean. Surrounded by a lush Garden. All the rooms have comfortable furniture
on the terrace.
Oyster Suites- Garden View 10
Oyster Suites are enchanting, spacious and light with an outdoor Terrace and views of the lush tropical gardens.
Perfect for nature lovers and those who enjoy privacy. Can be double or triple. Perfect for families with children.
Villas
The Pearl Villa – Private Ocean Front 1
Our Beach front Luxury Villa is overlooking the Indian Ocean. The privacy of freestanding Villa with 2 Bedrooms and 2
separate bathrooms fitted with air conditioning. The Villa offers spectacular view, large
patio and own garden for relaxation with a private plunge pool. The Villa was designed in modern African style. Perfect
for 2 couples or a family of 4.
The Oyster Villa- Garden view Villas 5
These Villas overlook the tropical garden area. They benefit from a private lounge for relaxation fully furnished on the
upper level of the villa. it can take up to 3 people in it. The Villa can be double or triple. (double + Single bed)

BEACH
Zanzibar Pearl is located on a beautiful beach of Matemwe and has the longest beach front stretch which offers the
guests a private moment when sunbathing and enjoying the view of the ocean. Its pristine
powdery white sand and turquoise waters make it the most scenic beach of Zanzibar.

SWIMMING POOL
Our Pool is located near the bar and restaurant and is a perfect escape from the heat. They are 2 adjoined pools with
one creating a waterfall to the large pool. Offers the possibility for diving courses.
BAR AND RESTAURANT
Our bar and restaurant serve a wide variety of delicious fresh food and drinks. The meals are a fusion of Swahili and
European cuisine.
SPA
The outdoor spa offers a variety of treatments intended to cleanse, to meditate, focus, and calm the mind. It unites
the soul with the nature.
INTERNET
The internet is free and unlimited to our guest. It is available in the rooms and public areas.
AIR CONDITIONING
It is available in the Villas only. All the standard rooms are equipped with fans.

